
Lampworkers Society Notes: 8/9/2020
Host: Zoom

Kathleen and I were the first to arrive and we discussed the joys of pre-meeting banter.

As others joined we talked about the irritations and wonders of video editing with Adobe premier and general
computer annoyances… fuzzy video, lack of video, bad connections… nosy neighbors and covid work spaces
(Kathleen loves working from her back deck.)

We discussed the need for art supplies and equipment during pandemic times vs. the lack of funds to get those
supplies - not so different from normal times in the life of an artist - but amplified because of the abundance of
free time.

Official Start:

The screen full of members, the meeting was officially called to order and we began. Kathleen asked if anyone
had heard from Erin, and Lendy reported that she is ok, just busy and unable to join the meetings. The
president called the secretary to read the minutes from last time.

Secretary: A vigorous reading of the minutes ensued.

Treasurer: Les had completely forgotten about the meeting and had no report prepared - no change to report
anyhow, with our assets sitting at about $3840.00.

Membership: Fred had nothing new to report.

VP/Librarian: Erin was out once again. Kathleen suggested that if anyone needs anything from the library they
should address it during the meeting so there would be time to reach out to Erin and hopefully get the items
exchanged. Joan informed the group that Erin has a direct email for library requests via the website - I found
the library list of available material (https://stlouisbead.wordpress.com/library/) but could not find a direct email
to the librarian for borrowing.

Web: No Tom this round, so no update on the website.

Old Business:

Kathleen inquired about an old plan to gather a list of websites that the current members sell from, as a
resource to be accessed from the website. I told Kathleen that it was a goal of mine for the Glass Galore site
so that we have a “shop by artist” page. There was discussion about the annoyance of building/maintaining a
website/webstore.  Lendy suggested stalking artist sites that you like or find easy to use and seeing what
server/site they go thorough - site research.

Jaquie reminded us that she is a wellspring of masks and offered front door delivery (which I requested and am
super delighted with the marvelous masks she dropped off!) A reminder: if anyone has old t-shirts, wash them,
bundle them up and get them to Jaquie for repurposing!
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Kathleen asked the group how Marilyns mobile should be handled since her unexpected passing prevented us
from getting it to her.  She had some possible suggestions, including giving it to her husband, donating it in
Marilyn's memory, selling it to help fund funeral costs and medical bills or even to buy a tree at the botanical
garden as a memorial. Everyone agreed that Bill should have the first option of keeping it, and if accepted, that
is that. Regardless, options for memorial funds/concepts should be pondered for discussion in the next
meeting. Jacquie asked about setting up a way to donate to a memorial fund for Marilyn in the planning
phases. (sending donations to Les to keep separate from the main account) Les said he could keep track of
them and also suggested donating pieces to a special category for the glass galore virtual show that would
directly fund the memorial. - I looked into GoFundMe and apparently they have changed to a 0% platform - so
the people collecting appear to get all the money but they do charge standard fees, similar to Square - for
processing credit/debit cards, and maybe .30c per transaction?... so it’s not a bad idea. (and it looks like
nonprofits can do it without the transaction fees?)

The group talked more about a virtual glass galore, and what it would entail. I suggested having the artist links
on the main website even after a Glass Galore virtual show to help promote and advertise but Kathleen
reminded us that because we are a non-profit we can’t sell directly from the site...but links to artists sites might
be ok in the name of shared information.

Kathleen had not yet communicated with Carla about ownership of the web domain, but plans to do so.

Lendy had an update to share on the Flicker account: The base email cannot be changed. We appear to be
stuck with slampwork@yahoo.com.  Fred sent her the correct password for flicker - but not for the email -  so
we can access, add and archive photos - but the email can’t be changed or directly accessed.  She also
mentioned that all of the Missouri Bead Retreat photos are mixed in with the ones for the Lampworkers society,
so some heavy organizing is needed. Katleen is planning on asking Carla about the password for the flicker
email as well.

New Business:

I shared my screen and showed the group a VERY basic mock up of a potential Glass Galore cover page. I
have since abandoned the idea of building it onto my site (squarespace has gotten sneaky about piggybacking
sites since the days of my wedding pages addition… They plaster the main site info - in my case ebbflowarts -
EVERYWHERE) I have since started putting together a free site using Wix, which I will share a little later.

Tori offered to be our instagram guru for promotion.

Joan offered to bring her considerable photography experience and training to bear and put together a photo
instruction video/document on how to photograph artwork for online sales/shows. Perhaps as a demo for one
of the meetings? Perhaps the next meeting?!

I had fun news of a possible venue for future In Person Glass Galore shows!  A friend of mine recently
purchased a church in the holly hills area and has asked me to repair/replace several of the windows and could
potentially be a fantastic show venue. Someday!!!

Joan suggested that for those members who were willing, we could do “lunch in the park”. Members of the
society could bring a sack lunch and chairs and meet in one of the big parks for an actual in person meeting! I
do love the idea of in person meetings but these zoom recordings do make my job as secretary frightently
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easy… fortunately with the shiny new GoPro Hero 8 bought for art recording purposes I should be able to keep
up with meeting documentation.

Q-Tips:

● Laura reported that when painting and documenting a glass piece for a demo - an angled, antique
architect's drafting table may not be the best surface to work on as everything kept sliiiiiiiding down. But
the lighting was so spot on…

● Kathleen says: If you do both ceramic AND Lampworking but only have the one kiln… you have to wait
for a ceramic project to finish firing BEFORE you can start making beads.

● Les posed a question to the group about using cut strips of stained glass sheet (not tested compatible)
for making beads. The group agreed it could be done, but that you could only use one color/sheet at a
time for fear of incompatibility.

○ Joan tried to remember the lady in arizona who has been using sheet glass for years making
beads but couldn’t remember her name (maybe Kate Drew Wilkinson? A bit of research shows
she is in AZ and her tutorials on beading with strip glass are all available for purchase here:
http://www.artcoinc.com/kate_drew-wilkinson.php)

○ Fred mentioned Ophelia Sintas, (spelling?) She taught at the Midwest Glass experience and
has apparently been making hollow beads with strips of sheet glass for many years.  I couldn’t
find any info on her in particular but in trying I did find an absolutely adorable promo video for
the MGE at Third Degree! I’ve included the link in the notes for all to enjoy!
https://vimeo.com/4168738 (there are many faces I recognize, including Fred, Libby and Holly!)
Fun times from the past.

● Les also asked about using iridized glass strips at the torch and the group again agreed that it could be
done, but that the iridized side would need to be kept away from direct contact with the flame (like
dichro) so that the iridized metal coating wouldn’t be burned away.

Show & Tell:

● Laura had forgotten to send a pic but held her attempt at a murini bead up to the camera. Deep teals
with Bloodstone Murrinis encased.

● Tori made some murrini beads but forgot to pick them up from the studio! (just imagine cool beads…)
● Gloria shared her adorable wee elephants and a very serious fish friend.
● Nadine showed us a bright red cube bead with a focal murini and a couple of her classic pen body long

beads with double helix mystery glass and murrini additions.
● Linda contributed some swirled and encased murrini beads - tiny spades and mask-like faces floating

about - and a red heart bead (press perfect) with a focal murrini in one lobe.

Demo: Laura presented a timelapse video of painting a “Furbonacci Spiral” with glassline paints.  Here is the
link to the video that was presented: https://youtu.be/TioDKghZF3M (I’ve edited it since the meeting so that the
background music isn’t as overwhelmingly loud.)

Please don’t share or post the video/link! Partially because it was made for members of the Saint Louis
Lampworkers Society AND because this is my first attempt, unpolished, and I need to look into how to licence

the music legitimately or use royalty free music for public sharing. Thanks! [Laura]

After the video there was some discussion on the particulars of glassline paints: They are hi-fire, so can be
taken up to full fuse temps of 1500 degrees without color loss. (traditional stained glass paints like Reusche
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and older enamels will burn out above 1200 degrees.) Kathleen pondered using glassline paints on her
ceramic work and I confirmed that they were originally intended FOR ceramics! They are basically underglazes
that fire shiny. Tori mentioned ceramic watercolor palettes that could potentially be used for glass. Minds were
blown, exciting times were had.

Kathleen requested a Furbonacci Squirrel (or perhaps an entire series of wee curled animals…)

Joan asked how hand oils affect the surface of the glass - having noticed that I handled the piece by the edges
before painting. Fingerprints and oils WILL show up when you fire, especially on the clean white background
and edges. You can run a finger over the layered paint (pre-fired) once it is dry without doing much damage,
but if it is still wet or painted on smooth glass with no tooth, you will smear your efforts. Joan suggested
cleaning the glass/reconstituting the paint and thinning the paint with distilled water so mold doesn’t grow in the
paints over time.

Meeting Closing Notes:

The Presidents bead challenge was more of a suggestion this time around - try creating a bead using strips of
sheet glass! (if you have the materials handy) otherwise, just share what you’ve made.

Possible demo for September meeting: Joan shows us her tricks on how to photograph glass work.

End of the Lampworkers Society Meeting for August 9th, 2020.

Link to the STL Lampworkers Society website: stlouisbead.wordpress.com
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